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Illustrate principles & applications of
social justice practice frameworks, goals
& methods in/across practice levels.
 Use literature from multiple disciplines,
different ways of understanding social
justice processes & goals.
 Present clusters of competencies and
challenges, including information
gathering and knowledge construction.








Compare approaches intended to confront
or reduce injustice with those that
emphasize attainment of social justice.
Use a comprehensive case example to
illustrate key dimensions & application of
social justice competencies in different
types of practice.
Identify some implications for social work
curriculum and instruction.

•

•

Both NASW (1996) and CSWE (2008)
emphasize working for social justice in
curriculum mandates and broader literature
(sometimes framed as human rights)
Much of social work practice & education,
however, continues to focus primarily on
– reducing the consequences of oppression
and/or
– practicing in ways that respect and
actively use the strengths found in
cultural and other differences (e.g.,
developing “cultural competence”)

•

•

While these goals are important for
“Doing Justice,” we argue that they are
necessary but insufficient.
We present an expanded framework that
– Is more critical, emphasizing both
privilege and oppression
– Includes a vision for Justice
– Consists of several sets of competencies
and approaches to practice.




Small city, much complexity. See handout.
Contexts:
 Structural
 Cultural
 Processes
 Intra and inter-personal






Diversity (composition) and Boundaries
Conflicts and Challenges
Initiatives Underway









Introduce with preparations for annual USA
football game between the two local high schools.
Discuss symbols, structures, activities involved.
Opportunity to build community; shows faultlines.
Introduce characters and subgroups
Relevant questions:




Why US boys football most important cultural tradition?
Who is playing what roles in relation to this important
symbol of city culture and tradition?
How related to issues of power, meaning, opportunity,
and context?







SJ issues are always present
SJ is complex, fluid, evolving,
conflict-laden, subjective. Must be
understood as dynamic, not static.
Definitions of SJ must be
multifaceted with a positive vision.
Social injustice exists in all
societies, but takes different forms
in different contexts.







Social Justice never achieved for all time.
All systems needed to create & maintain
SJ have the potential to produce injustice.
We are limited by our social locations and
experiences from recognizing mechanisms
of injustice or envisioning justice.
Forces that contribute to injustice and can
be mobilized to work for justice
-- operate in different domains
-- exist at all levels of society.




Critique of dominant assumptions
Important but not sufficient:







Eradication of injustice;
Valuing differences, building on strengths;
Equitable distribution of power/resources;
Distributive & “opportunities” frameworks

Some believe that many human rights
(HR) approaches dominated by Western
values & that HR do not equal SJ.

•

•

Need knowledge of different definitions of
SJ (contexts, contestations, fluidity)
Options we prefer
–
–

–
–

•

“Capabilities” approaches (e.g., Sen, Nussbaum)
Incorporate different cultural and historical contexts,
Consider multiple forms of power, and
Tailored to different types of oppression & manifestations of
privilege.

Common principles but must formulate SJ
for particular contexts & update regularly

•
•

SJ is central, not an add-on
SJ practice is an on-going journey
Vision expands with experience
– Injustice is always recreated
– Resistance occurs with change
– Conflicts/contestations arise & must be
constantly negotiated
–

•

Social justice practice must attend
to both goals and processes

•

Positionalities/standpoints matter
–

–

•

Our multiple social locations interact, provide
different worldviews, perspectives, unearned
privilege, increased challenges
Important to include multiple standpoints, negotiate
regularly across and within group boundaries

Contexts matter and are critical—
Historical, political, cultural. Important to
recognize and analyze.

•

Power operates everywhere and
affects all practice. Power analyses must
be recurrent and associated with structure,
culture, processes, interpersonal and personal.

•

Regular negotiation of boundaries,
conflicts, & contestations important
–
–

Can identify obscured differences and power
contestations—opportunities to decenter, uncover
Are opportunities to work for change




Depicted in next slide
Regular reflection, analyses, and theorizing
across three major areas:
 Yourself, your multiple social locations,
using reflective and reflexive methods
 The people with whom you interact: clients,
collaborators, bystanders, targets of action
 The immediate and larger contexts—
historical, cultural, political, social

Figure one: Critical Analyses
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A term used by Freire as a tool for the
development of conscientization (originally
from Greek, also used by Marx)

Includes dialectical processes of taking action
in conjunction with critical analyses of the
areas in the diagram and the action itself
Freire and scholars concerned with social
justice education believe praxis is necessary to
develop and maintain critical consciousness, a
necessary component for Doing Justice

Figure Two: Praxis and Critical Consciousness
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3.

4.

5.

6.

Have Social Justice Vision(s). Formulate and update
with both goals (the what) and processes (the how).
Implement actions towards vision(s): Take concrete
steps; do not contribute to injustice.
Engage with others. Use SJ processes. Work in &
across multiple group and social location boundaries.
Apply critical contextual analyses. Use with theories,
environments, consequences, assumptions, models.
Critical consciousness and generativity. Work with self
through reflective and reflexive practices; and
Apply praxis. Integrate across the above components.

Practice with individuals, families, and
groups to attain individual and family
aspirations, solve problems, obtain
resources, and secure social justice



Examine how previous assumptions
applies to this practice domain
AND



Conclude with examples as to how
this may occur in our “case”

Figure Two: Praxis and Critical Consciousness
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Help individuals raise their consciousness about
how social injustices are barriers or how the
pursuit of social justice can create a supportive
environment
Help families understand how social injustices are
barriers to the attainment of family goals or
promote dysfunctional relationships within the
family
Help group members understand how social
injustices hinder the attainment of group goals &
promote dysfunctional relationships within the
group

Example from work with individuals, families
and groups in “case”:
 The worker began to work with individuals
who were in one of the “gangs” in the
community. They wanted help with ending
police harassment. They next wanted help with
employment.
 Also an example of how vision expands with
experience







The families of some of the youths who were known to
be in the “gang” wished to become part of the church
community of the local Baptist church. They were not
made welcome because they also were stigmatized.
The pastor was very accepting but some church
members appeared uncomfortable and suggested they
use a church nearer their own neighborhood.
When this was accomplished, they sought next to meet
with teachers and school administrators as they were
stigmatized in the school.
Examples of how resistance occurs with change & how
contests & contestations arise and must be negotiated.





The worker had many meetings with the
“gang” on the street and in their “hangout” in a
local “pizza place.” They wanted to be allowed
to play basketball in the local community
center. Staff had previously rejected them.
When this was accomplished, “gang” members
wanted to be known in the community as the
“Lions” and not as “that gang.”





In the above example, the worker was aware that
one of the processes taking place was conversation
among the young men as to whether the worker
was to be trusted or whether he was a “spy.” The
worker took the boys on a trip to his agency offices
and introduced them to other workers.
(Attention to Process)
As trust built, the worker was able to discuss with
the young men, their anger at the police for
harassment and to help them consider what they
might do to overcome this (attention to goals).





There are many ethnic groups living in the
community but the earliest settlers (after NativeAmericans) were from Northern Europe. Their
descendants dominated the political and economic
sectors for many years and they are now being
challenged for these positions by people whose
parents or grandparents came later.
Gang members are children of recent Eastern
European immigrants








In the example of the worker serving the youth in the
“gang,” he was aware of the following power issues:
Power he possessed by virtue of his agency role,
education, and ethnic background.
He was also cognizant of power differentials in group
The worker sought to help the youths to deal with the
inequalities of power and to develop their own power.









The worker is an African-American man in his middle
20’s who was raised in a Southern rural community.
Worker also help gang members develop a sense of
themselves as entitled to seek out an occupation that
meets their interests and competencies. There are racial
issues between the worker and the white male gang
members. Another issue to be explored is how
members interact with their female peers.
The worker helps the families of gang members to see
themselves as worthy members of the community who
should be accepted & made at home in the community
Worker should help the gang to see itself as a
legitimate support group for its members and not as a
stigmatized group in the community

Some of the conflicts and contestations the worker
sought to help the youths with across various
boundaries were the following:
 Conflicts arising among group members as
they sought to develop their “goals”
 Conflicts between the members and their
families about the youth’s goals for themselves
and those their families had for them.








Conflicts between:
Youth and the Police
Youth and the Schools
Youth and the Churches
Youth and the Local Businessmen
Youth and Older Persons who had their own
“gang’ origins, were involved in illegal
activities in the community, and sought to
influence the youth

“Macro practice is professionally directed intervention




designed to bring about planned change in
organizations, communities… and policy…These
activities go beyond individual and group
interventions but are often based upon needs,
problems, issues, and concerns identified in micro
activities” (Netting 1993, p. 3)
Examples and illustrations from macro practice areas
Emphasizing competencies and dimensions of practice

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Centrality of Social Justice in ALL Work
Social Justice as Ongoing, Expansive, Dynamic
Infuse Goals & Processes Throughout Work
Recognizing Critical Role of History & Context
Omnipresence of Power in All Situations
Significance of Positionality & Standpoints
Ongoing Negotiation of Boundaries & Conflict
“Victories” are Never Achieved Permanently

Figure Two: Praxis and Critical Consciousness
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Develop Shared Vision of Just Community
Create Goals & Strategies to Achieve Vision
Implement Socially Just Processes
Apply Critical Contextual Analysis
Sustain Critical Consciousness Through
Ongoing Reflective & Reflexive Practice
Use Praxis to Maintain a Socially Just Focus







Dimensions of socially just macro practice
parallel those of socially just practice with
individuals, families, and groups.
Importance of self in all aspects of macro
practice because of the significance of one’s
social location, history, and standpoint.
Broaden conceptualization of macro practice
beyond the GOALS to incorporate the social
justice components of processes involved.
These include the centrality of relationship.

•

•

•

Vision: What kind of community is desired?
What are some socially just bases to organize a
diverse community w/diff views of justice? –
Application of standpoint, contextualization,
history
Goals: Whose goals should take priority? How
can common ground be developed? (e.g., eco
development, community-building, etc.)
Strategies: What should be the means to
achieve those goals? (Create new orgs., revise
existing orgs., advocate for policy changes)

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Organizing Within and Across Boundaries
Blending Issue & Identity-Based Approaches
Focus on Expanding Participation: Create
Diverse Means for People to Participate
Ongoing Assessment of Participation’s Impact
Surfacing and Dealing with Power & Conflict
Clarity About Roles of Workers: Positionality
Forging Diverse Coalitions & Allyships
Infusing Global Perspectives & International
Influences into all Aspects of Practice










History of Key Actors/Groups/Issues
Diverse Positionalities /Standpoints of Actors
Underlying Assumptions About Community,
Social Goals, Politics, Inter-group Behavior
Ideological/Theoretical Assumptions and World
Views About Society, Change, etc.
Self-Interests of Actors and Groups
Dynamics of Power and Influence










Creating & Strengthening Social Capital
Leadership Development: Accepting Different
Concepts and Dimensions of Leadership
Socially Just Decision-making and Means of
Allocating Resources & Responsibilities
Creating a Socially Just Organizational Culture
Dealing w/Intra & Inter-organizational conflict
Monitoring/Assessment: SJ Technology











Exploration: How does each group perceive the
issues confronting the community? What
policy changes does each group prioritize?
Engagement: Working w/in & across lines
Planning: Creating shared goals in shared way
Implementing: Multiple organizational forms
Monitoring & Evaluating: Ongoing negotiating
Celebrating & Terminating: Sustaining efforts
These are all implementation actions (diagram)

Figure Three: Dimensions of Practice
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•

•

•
•

•

VERY important steps throughout especially in
“Explorations” & “Monitoring/Evaluation”
Key Issues
What information and knowledge are possible to
obtain and useful -- Initially and ongoing?
Who defines, collects, and interprets information?
What assumptions and paradigms underlie the
measures, methods used, and interpretations?
Need multiple types, sources, & perspectives of
knowledge to de-center dominant paradigms







To capture and monitor important processes
(e.g., who participating, how functioning, how
being implemented and understood over time;
identify key contextual factors)
To ensure making progress towards goals
To illuminate new issues
To identify unintended consequences and
strive not to increase injustice

Figure 2-5. Dimensions of Practice - Praxis
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Questions?
 Additional Points?
 Implications for Social Work
Curriculum and Teaching?
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